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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper is concerned with the numerical solution of a linearly constrained quadratic 
programming problem by methods that use a splitting of the objective matrix. We present an 
acceleration step for a general splitting algorithm and we establish the convergence of the resulting 
accelerated scheme. We report the results of numerical experiments arising in constrained bivariate 
interpolation to evaluate the efficiency of this acceleration technique for a particular splitting of the 
objective matrix and for the corresponding extrapolated form. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following linearly constrained quadratic programming (QP) problem: 
minimize f (x) = I xTGx + q-rx, 
subject to Ax  > b, (I) 
Cx = d, 
where G is a symmetric positive definite matrix of order n, A is an m~ x n matrix, and C is 
an me x n matrix of full row rank (me ~ n). We assume that problem (1) is feasible and that 
the matrix G is large and sparse. 
This kind of problem arises in data analysis, such as in a step of a global approach for C 1 
surface interpolation with constraints. In [1], for the case of equality constraints only, it is shown 
that the Hestenes method is very effective. 
In the presence of inequality constraints, problem (1) can be formulated as a linear comple- 
mentarity problem (LCP) as follows. 
This work was supported by MURST Project on Computational Mathematics and by CINECA Project on Parallel 
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From the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions, the unique solution x* of (1) may be computed 
as  
x* = -G- lq  + G-lAVA* + G-1CT# *, 
where A* and #* are the Lagrange multipliers associated to x*. A widely-known approach to 
obtain A* and/z* consists of solving the following "mixed" LCP: 
(o) ,,> 
u _> O, A ~ O, uTA = O, 
where Zl = -b  - AG- lq ,  z2 = -d  - CG-lq, and M is the following symmetric positive 
semidefinite matrix of order m~ + me: 
M = ( AG-1A: AG-1C T)  
CG_:A T CG_:C T • (3) 
When m~ + me < n, problem (1) is reduced to the lower-dimensional problem (2), but in general, 
the computation of the inverse of G in (3) destroys the practicality of the approach. 
To avoid this drawback, an effective strategy is to split G as 
G = D + H, (4) 
with D symmetric positive definite matrix, and to transform the original problem (1) in a sequence 
of QP subproblems having D as objective matrix. Obviously, D must be an easily solvable matrix. 
This method is proposed in [2], for solving the constrained bivariate interpolation problem. It is 
known as a splitting algorithm (SA), and can be stated as follows: 
(1) Let x (°) be a feasible point, k ~ 1. 
(2) Solve the subproblem 
1 
minimize ~ x :Dx  + q(k)Tx, 
subject o Ax > b, (5) 
Cx = d, 
where q(k) = Hx(k-1) + q, and let x (k) denote the unique optimal solution. 
(3) Terminate if x (k) satisfies an appropriate stopping criterion, otherwise k *-- k + 1, and go 
to Step 2. 
Each subproblem (5) may be solved as an LCP of the form (2) where zl = -b  - AD-lq (k), 
z2 = -d  - CD- lq  (k), and M is equal to 
( AD-1A T AD-1CT'~ 
M= ~,CD_:AT CD-1C : ] "  
In [2], it is proved that the convergence of an SA scheme under the hypotheses that x (°) is a 
feasible point to (1), D -}- H is a P-regular splitting (i.e., D is nonsingular and D - H is positive 
definite [3, p. 122]), and D is symmetric positive definite. 
Furthermore, it is also proved that, for any k > 1, 
- (o> 
Then, for the positive definiteness of D - H, we have 
:(x:,>) (x(,-,,), (,> 
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where the inequality holds only for x (k) = x (k-l). In this case, x (k) = x*, because the Kuhn- 
Tucker optimality conditions of subproblem (5) become the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions 
of problem (1). 
A strategy to implement SA on a parallel computer system may be to use an efficient parallel 
solver for the LCPs equivalent to subproblems (5) [4]. 
Obviously, the parallel performance ofthis approach increases when the number of SA iterations 
can be reduced by acceleration technique. 
In this paper, following the suggestions in [5,6], we propose an acceleration step for SA, we 
prove the convergence ofthis accelerated SA (ASA), and we present a set of meaningful numerical 
experiments o establish the ASA efficiency. 
2. THE ACCELERATED SPL ITT ING ALGORITHM 
The accelerated splitting algorithm can be stated as follows: 
(1) Let y(1) be a feasible point of (1); k *-- 1. 
(2) Solve subproblem (5) with q(k) = Hy(k) + q, and let x (k) denote the unique optimal 
solution; if (Gy (k) + q)T(x(k) -- y(k)) < 0, then 




o~ k ---- 
(Gy(k) + q)-r (x(k) _ y(k)) 
(x(k) -- y(k)) T G (x(k) - y(k)) ' 
0k=l .  (9) 
y,,+,> = y:,, + o, (x(,> - 
(3) Terminate if y(k+l) satisfies an appropriate stopping criterion, otherwise k ~ k + 1 and 
go to Step 2. 
From (8),(9), it follows that 0 < Ok < I. Since x (k) and y(k) are feasible points, and the feasible 
region S is a convex set, y(k+1) is a feasible point. 
From (7), since x (k) is obtained by solving subproblem (5) with q(k) = Hy(k) ÷ q, we have 
f(x(k)) ~_ f(y(k)). 
If f(x (k)) < f(y(k)), x(k) _y(k) is a descent direction for f(x) in y(k) In this case, ak represents 
the value of a parameter 0, for which f(y(k)÷0(x(k)_y(k))) assumes the min imum on the direction 
x(k) _ y(k), and since Vf(y(k))T(X (k) -- y(k)) = (Gy(k) + q)T(x(k) _ y(k)) < 0, then ak > 0. 
If ak > I, the point y(k) + ak(x(k) --y(k)) may he not feasible and we set 0k = min(1,ak). If 
f(x(k)) = f(y(k)), from (6) we have x (k) = y(k) = x*. We put Ok = 1 and y(k+l) = x(k) = x*. 
The following theorem shows the convergence of the ASA scheme. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a symmetric positive definite matrix. Suppose that problem (1) is feasible 
and that the splitting (4) is a P-regular splitting of G with D symmetric positive definite. For a 
given y(1) feasible to (1), the sequence {y(i)} generated by an ASA is convergent to the unique 
solution x* of (1). 
PROOF. Since 0 < Ok < 1 and y(1), x(k) E S, for any k > 1, from the convexity of S, it follows 
that {y(k)} is a sequence of feasible points. 
From the scheme of an ASA and from (7), we have 
:(:+.) <_:(x,.,) <_:(:), (10> 
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where f(x(k)) = f(y(k)) implies x (k) = y(k) = x*. Then the sequence {f(y(k))} is monotonically 
noninereasing. Since f (x)  is bounded below, there exists a constant f*, such that (f(y(k))} 
converges to f* as k --* c¢. 
Furthermore, if ~ is the minimum eigenvalue of D - H, from (6) and (10), it is immediate that 
y(k)_ x(k)]2 -< V~ ~ff  (y(k)) _ f (y(k+l)). 
Thus, the sequence {y(k) _ x(k)} converges to 0 as k --* oo. 
Now, we observe that the sequence {y(k)} is bounded, because y(~) E K for any k, where K is 
the compact set 
K = (y  : f (y )  _< f (y(1))}.  (11) 
Thus, the sequence {y(k)} has at least one accumulation point ~ E K, and there exists an 
increasing sequence of integers kv, such that {y(kp)} converges to ~, E K as p --. oo. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we must show that any accumulation point of {y(k)} 
is a solution of (1). In this case, by the uniqueness of the solution of (1), there exists only one 
accumulation point equal to x* and {y(k)} converges to x* as k --* oo. 
Now we prove that ~r is a solution of (1). Since, {y(kp)} is a subsequence of feasible points, 
then ~r is a feasible point. By contradiction, we suppose that there exists a feasible point R ~ 
such that 
f (x) < f ()'). 
Then, for any p = I, 2,..., we have 
= 1 RTGR _ 2 x(kv_l)TGx(kp_l) "oc 
(12) 
Since X (kP-1) is the solution of the (kp - i) th subproblem (5), we can write the following Kuhn- 
Tucker optimality conditions: 
Dx (kp-1) + q + Hy  (kp-1) - ATA (kp-1) - cT /A  (kp-1)  --~ 0, 
A (kp-1) _> 0, 
Ax (k~-l) - b _> 0, 
A (kp-1)T (As  (kP-1) - b) =0, 
Cx (kp-1) -- d = 0, 
(13) 
(kp 1) where A(k~-l) and #(k~-l) are the Lagrange multipliers associated to x - . By solving the first 
equation of (13) for q, and by substituting q in (12), we have 
1 x(k~_l)TGx(kv_l) (x,,, ,,)= 
-~ ( - -Ox(k, -1) - -Hy(kp -1) -~- AT~(kp -1) .~.cT]/(kp-1)) T (~--X(kp-1)) .  
From 
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we can write 
1 
0> f (R) -  f (y (k')) _> f (R)-  f (x(k'-l) / _> 2 RTGR-- ~ x(k'-l)TGx (~'-1) 
_ x~k,-1)VD~ + [yC~, -1~ _ x~k,-1) + x~k,-1)) T Hx(kv-1) 
+ X(kp-1)TDx(kp-1) _ (y(k.-1) _ X(kp-1) + X(kp-1))T H~ 
=l(R_X(k . -1 ) )TG(R- -X(k . -1 ) )+(y(kv -1) - -X (k . -1 ) )TH(X(k . -1 ) - -R )  " 
2 
As p --* c¢, {x (k~-l) - y(k~-l)} _~ 0 and {y(kp)} __. ~,; moreover, 
= (1 -  0k,-1)(x (k'-l) -y (~, -1 ) )+ y(k,), 
and since {0kp-1} is a bounded sequence, we have {x (kp-1)} --* y as p - ,  c¢. Consequently, from 
the continuity of f(x), we have the contradiction 
1 (~ _ ~)T G (~ - y) > 0. ! 
We observe that the hypothesis that y(1) is a feasible point, essential for the proof of the ASA 
convergence. This does not arise for the SA convergence. In fact, it is possible to prove that the 
sequence {x (k) } of SA scheme is convergent for any starting point x (°). 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a symmetric positive definite matrix. Suppose that problem (1) is feasible 
and that G = D + tt  is a P-regular splitting of G, where D is symmetric positive definite. Then, 
for any initial vector x (°), the sequence {x (~) } generated by the SA converges linearly to the 
unique solution of problem (1). 
PROOF. Under the hypotheses on G, D and on the set S, problem (I), and the subproblems (5) 
have a unique optimal solution x* and x (k), respectively. 
Then, for any initial vector x (°), the sequence {x (~)} generated by SA is uniquely defined. 
Since x* is the optimal solution of (1), the first-order necessary conditions [7, p. 169] hold for 
any xE  S: 
vf  (x*) T (x - x*) _> 0. 
Then 
(Gx" +q)T (x(1) _ x.)  >0, (14) 
(x(1) is a feasible point, because it is the solution of the first subproblem (5)). 
But, from the first-order necessary conditions for the first subproblem (5), it follows that 
(Dx 0, + q(1)) T (x* -x  0,) > O, (15) 
because x* is a feasible point. 
Thus, from (14) and (15), we have 
(Gx* +q-  Dx(1) - Hx(°) - q) T (x(1)- x *) _>0. 
By easy computations, we obtain 
(x._ x,O,)" 
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If we consider HXlID = xTv~t--D~, we can write (16) as follows: 
_ x (1 )_X  * 2/\[\D+(X,x(O))TH(x(I)_x,) ~>0, 
and then from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have: 
x ( i ) -x  * ;_< (x* - -x (° ) )TH(x(1) -x  *) 
: (x*_x(o))TD1/2D-1/2HD-1/2D1/2(x(1,_x *) (17) 
_< x* -x  (°) D x (1) -x*  D D-1/2HD-1/2 2" 
The eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix D-W2HD-1/2 are in ( -1,  1). Indeed, D-1/2HD-1/2 
is similar to D-1H, and since D + H is a P-regular splitting, the spectral radius of D-1H, 
p - p(D-1H) = IID-1/2HD-1/2H2, is less than 1 [3, p. 123]. 
From (17), we can write 
x (1) -x*  D -< p x* - -x  (°) D" (18) 
With the same considerations, we can prove that (18) holds for x (k) and x (k-l) instead of x (1) 
and x (°), respectively; consequently 
X (k) -- X* D ~ p x(k-1) -- X* D ~ " '"  -~ pk X(0) -- X* D" (19) 
Then, as k --* c~, {x (k) } converges to x*, at least as pk converges to 0. | 
We observe that y(1) may be easily obtained by one step of SA, starting from an arbitrary 
point x (°). 
3. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
In order to show the behavior of ASA in comparison with SA, we report the results of a set 
of numerical experiments, carried out on a Cray C90, on test problems arising in constrained 
bivariate interpolation [1,2]. 
In this case, G is a block-partitioned symmetric positive definite matrix with blocks of order 2, 
and has the following P-regular splitting 
c = + r, (20) 
where A = diag (Gll, G22,.. . ,  G(n/2)(n/2)). 
In all the experiments, the stopping criterion for SA (and ASA) is that the Kuhn-Tucker 
optimality conditions of (1) hold within the prescribed tolerance 10 -9. 
The inner LCPs equivalent to subproblems (5) are solved by Cryer's method [8]. For the inner 
iterative scheme we use a progressive termination rule, in the sense that the accuracy in the 
solution of each LCP depends on the quality of the previous iterate x (k) (or y(k)): the closer x (k) 
(or y(k)) is to satisfying the external stopping criterion for the outer SA (or ASA) iterations, the 
more accurately the corresponding subproblem (5) is solved. The advantage is that when the 
current iterate x (k) (or y(k)) is far from the solution, some unnecessary inner iterations are saved. 
If we use any iterative scheme as inner solver, this feature is preserved. 
In Table 1, we report the results of a comparison between SA and ASA derived from the 
splitting (20). Here "nac" indicates the sum of equality constraints and of inequality constraints 
which are active in x*; "it" denotes the number of SA and ASA iterations (the total number of 
inner iterations is reported between parentheses) and "time" represents the computational time 
in seconds. 
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Table 1. SA and ASA derived from the splitting (20). 
I SA ASA 
m, Ira, [ .ae it I time it time 
(a) n = 2000, sparsity of G = 99.40%, sparsity of (C r A 7 ) = 99.10% 
500 I 500 I 718 I 75 (498) I 2.2 65 (454) 2.1 
(b) n = 5000, sparsity of G = 99.73%, sparsity of ( C T 
0 4000 1516 132 (223) 16.1 116 (161) 
750 2050 1553 149 (249) 8.8 133 (182) 
1300 500 1498 148 (252) 4.3 133 (188) 
1200 3000 2339 125 (234) 17.8 114 (177) 
2200 500 2402 127 (239) 8.2 116 (183) 
(c) n = 8000, sparsity 
1¢00 [2922 






of G = 99.83%, sparsity of ( C T A T ) = 99.78% 
[154(258) l 333 1143 (210) 31.9 
The starting point x (°) is the null vector for both methods. In all test problems, SA and ASA 
compute x* with the same accuracy; the same holds for A* and #*. 
If we set 
D = 1A,  
(21) 
w--1  
H= - -A+F,  
w 
the splitting G = D + H represents a more general form of (20). 
Since A + F is a P-regular splitting of G, D + H is also a P-regular splitting of G for 0 < 
w < 2/(p + 1), where p = p(A-1F). In fact, the matrix A-1F is convergent and similar to the 
symmetric matrix A-1/2FA -1/2. It follows that A-1F has real eigenvalues in [-p, p]. Since 
A w-1  
D-H= - -A -F  
w w 
2 - -w  
- A-F  
w 
-~ A1/2 (2--W I-- A-1/2rA-1/2) 
the matrix D - H has positive eigenvalues when, for any eigenvalue A~ of A-1F, we have 
2- -W 
>Ai,  i=  l , . . . ,n .  
w 
Thus, we obtain 
2- -w 
p< ~ ,  
w 
and then 0 < w < 2/(p + 1). 
In this case, the spectral radius of D-1H = wA-l((w - 1/w)A + F) = (w - 1)I + wA-1F is 
p(w) = max - 1) +wAi l  = max{lw - 1 + WAminl, - 1 +WAmaxl}, i=l,...,n 
where ,~min and Am~, are the minimum and the maximum eigenvalues of A-1F,  respectively. In 
order to have the maximum rate of convergence (see (19)), we determine the value w* of w that 
minimizes p(w). 
We observe that A-1/2FA-1/2  is an indefinite matrix because its trace is zero (the diagonal 
entries of A-1/2FA-1/2  are zero); then, )tmin and ~max have opposite sign. 
Hence, we can recognize only three eases: 
(1) if )~min = --P and )~max ~--- P, then w* = 1 and p(w*) = p; 
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(2) if Amax = p and -p  < Amin < O, then 
2 
co* = < 1, 
2 -~- p Jr" ~min 
p(co*) = p + IAmlnl 
2 + p + Amin 
< p; 
(3) if Amin = -P  and 0 < Amax < p, then 
2 , for p < 1 + Amax 
CO. = 2 "{'- Ama~x - -  p - -  2 ' 
i + Amax 2 fo rp> , 
p+l '  2 
and 
P -~- Amax for p < 1 + Area x 
2 Jr- Arnax -- p '  -- 2 ' 
P(co*) 3p - 1 for p > 1 + Amax 
p+l  ' 2 
In both eases, co* > 1 and p(co*) < p. 
In order to compute an approximate value of co*, we can estimate Amax and Ami n by a procedure 
described in [9], which uses some steps of preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm (PCG) 
with A as preconditioner for solving a linear system having G as coefficient matrix. From the 
numerical experience, a few steps (about 20-30) of PCG method provide, in general, a sufficiently 
good approximation of Am~x and Amin. 
Table 2 shows the results of SA and ASA methods derived from the splitting (21) for the same 
test problems of Table 1. "timew." indicates the time to evaluate an approximation of~*; "itw." 
indicates the number of PCG iterations. 
Table 2. SA and ASA derived from the splitting (21). 
SA [ ASA 
me [ mi it  [ time it  [ time 
(a) n = 2000, w* = 0.943, time~o = 0.06, its. = 20 
500 I 500 I 64(334) 1 18 I 6,(33,)1 18 
(b) n = 5000, w* = 0.995 timew. = 0.1 itw* = 25 
0 4000 116 (165) 14.9 112 (153) 14.7 
750 2050 127 (177) 8.3 122 (167) 7.9 
1300 500 132 (185) 4.0 132 (182) 4.0 
1200 3000 111 (173) 16.7 110 (169) 16.5 
2200 500 112 (183) 7.7 106 (179) 7.5 
(c) n ---- 8000, w* = 0.996, time~. = 0.2, its* = 30 
15000 1133(194) 1 315 1129(168) 1 313 
From Tables 1 and 2, we can draw the following considerations: 
• The overheads introduced at each iteration by the acceleration step are negligible with 
respect o the total iteration time. Indeed the iteration time of ASA is about the same of 
that of SA for both splittings. 
• In the ease of splitting (20), Table 1 shows that the reduction of ASA iterations with 
respect o SA is about 8%-10% of SA iterations. This does not arise for splitting (21), 
since the use of the extrapolated form of (20) with the optimal value co* already decreases 
significantly the number of SA iterations (see Table 2). Nevertheless, the procedure for 
computing co* affects the efficiency of SA and of ASA derived from (21), and consequently, 
the total times of ASA for both splittings are about the same. 
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We can conclude that  the effectiveness of the acceleration technique of an SA corresponding to 
a simple splitting of G is about equivalent o that  of an SA derived from an extrapolated form 
of this splitting with an optimal extrapolation parameter. Moreover, the use of an ASA derived 
from a simple splitting permits the avoidance of the estimate of an optimal value of a). 
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